
A good way to learn containers is to test 

applications. That means replicating real-world 

use, including containerization of a sample 

workload. Learn all you can before you go to 

production.  

 Get started quickly and experiment with AKS. This proof-of-concept 

will immediately give you a full-fledged, operational AKS Dev/Test environment. Once 

AKS is operational, your team will be provided with a sample application along with 

pipelines to build and run it in AKS. This gives your team a great starting point for 

containerizing and deploying real applications to AKS! 

AKS ACCELERATOR  
PROOF OF CONCEPT TEST WORKLOAD 

InCycle’s AKS PoC accelerator enables the quick adoption of containers, AKS, and 

Kubernetes. InCycle will provide a fully functional AKS cluster implemented with best 

practices, security, and modern DevOps practices, along with a sample application 

demonstrating how to deliver application code into containers and into Kubernetes. 

TEST FAST— AND SAVE! 

LEARN CONTAINERS 

KNOW YOUR LIMITS 

KUBERNETES FOR OPERATIONS 
Great Kubernetes training and testing environment 

for operations. Sample workload provides a recipe for 

success that can be adapted for real applications. 

Based on a fully configured Dev/Test AKS 

environment, quickly prove and test 

containerization strategies and applications. Start 

with a sample app and save weeks of learning and 

costly false starts. 

Try containers and AKS first hand. Learn how easy/

difficult it is to build applications for containers and 

how portability works. Containers have limits too 

and a PoC is a great opportunity to learn pros/cons. 

“We wanted to learn more about containers and AKS. My team is hands-on and they like to 
learn by doing. The InCycle PoC helped us “try before we buy” and experiment with the 

technology. It was the best approach for us.”. 

InCycle  Customer  
Media 

TURNKEY SOLUTION 

AKS ACCELERATOR PHASES 

InCycle is an award-winning digital transformation 

company. Recognized for industry leadership and 

customer impact, InCycle is a three-time recipient of 

the prestigious Microsoft Partner of the Year (2017-19). 

GET STARTED 
Start accelerating your AKS container strategy today! Contact us at: info@incyclesoftware.com 

or visit our website at: www.incyclesoftware.com to learn more. Call 1(800) 565-0510 for 

immediate assistance. 

https://www.incyclesoftware.com/aks-azure-kubernetes-service-proof-of-concept

